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ABSTRACT
Ontology matching and mapping is concerned with discov-
ering correspondences between two ontologies to a mapping
that enable applications to relate, interlink or integrate data.
The construction of such mappings is not trivial as they are
created to serve a purpose and result from collaboration.
Current ontology-mapping metadata formats only capture
a glimpse of the mapping construction process and focus on
the exchange of mappings and some limited properties to
facilitate reuse and discovery. For mapping governance to
be possible, we argue that a suitable metadata model âĂŞ
presented in this paper âĂŞ needs to capture all aspects
from the ontology mapping lifecycle; from the inception of a
project to the execution of these mappings. This allows one
to formulate queries that not only would facilitate the dis-
covery and reuse, but also queries that allow one to govern
the ontology mapping projects and render the construction
processes more transparent and traceable.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
K.4.3 [Computers and Society]: Organizational Impacts—
Computer-supported collaborative work

General Terms
Management, Documentation

Keywords
Ontology Alignment, Provenance, Metadata Management

1. INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are commonly defined as “a [formal] explicit

specification of a [shared] conceptualization” [8] and consti-
tute the key resources for realizing a Semantic Web [1]. They
provide a vocabulary or description of a domain of interest in
some formalism – on the Semantic Web often RDF Schema
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or the Web Ontology Language (OWL) – that computerized
agents are able to process. These ontologies are developed
to meet certain semantic interoperability requirements rang-
ing from integration, to publication of data on the Web as
Linked Data. Since ontologies are developed for particu-
lar purposes in domains of interests that may overlap, one
faces the problem of semantic heterogeneity: different rep-
resentations of the same or similar concepts, relations and
instances. On the Linked Data Web, for instance, one may
observe that both DBpedia and the LMDB share concepts
such as “actor” and “director”, albeit represented differently.

Euzenat and Shvaiko stated that this problem is typi-
cally tackled in two steps: detecting the correspondences
between the different ontologies and interpreting these cor-
respondences to create an executable mapping with respect
to the application needs (e.g., data translation vs. query
answering) [19]. The field of ontology matching has been
around for over a decade and many important contributions
have been made. Given the field’s maturity, Shvaiko and
Euzenat – considered authorities in the domain of ontology
matching – have reflected on the question as to whether the
field still has challenges to overcome. In [19], for instance,
they formulated several problems that still need to be ad-
dressed ranging from large scale evaluation techniques and
efficiency of matching algorithms, to user involvement and
the socio-technical aspects of ontology matching.

One of the challenges they formulated is concerned with
the infrastructure and support for alignment management
[19]: “[t]he challenge is to provide convenient and interop-
erable support, on which tools and, more importantly, on
which applications, can rely in order to store and share align-
ments. This involves using standard ways to communicate
alignments and retrieve them. Hence alignment metadata
and annotations should be properly taken into account.”

It is interesting in the above quote to observe that man-
agement activities are artifact-centric (i.e., focused around
the alignments) and only concerned with storing and shar-
ing. Indeed, as we will show in the following section, re-
lated work is often limited to (annotations of) the produced
artifacts. We argue that proper ontology mapping infras-
tructures should take a “project” centric view and generate
metadata and artifacts as the ontology mapping project pro-
gresses (from the requirements specification of such a project
and discovery of reusable alignments to the creation of an
alignment and an executable mapping thereof), as each sub-
sequent phase in the ontology mapping lifecycle is the re-
sult of agreements between the community of stakeholders
for which this mapping is intended. A project-centric view
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would allow one to formulate questions such as “What were
the most debated aspects in a particular ontology mapping
project?”, as we would have access to the interactions that
led to these decisions.

In this paper, we propose to view the creation of ontology
mappings as a data governance activity, which implies that
management processes such as checking the status or the in-
tegrity of ontology mappings should be supported. As ontol-
ogy mappings are – and should be – published on the (Linked
Data) Web as RDF, we are challenged with an interesting
tension field between treating certain aspects of creating on-
tology mappings as integrity constraints in our governance
setting and the Open World Assumption adopted by the
Web Ontology Language (OWL). One example is requiring
properties to be total, which is difficult to simulate in OWL.
Our proposal consists of an ontology capturing the different
stages of an ontology mapping’s lifecycle and the methods
adopted for quality assurance in our setting.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of related work on ontology
metadata vocabularies and ontology mapping lifecycles; Sec-
tion 2 also presents our observation that a project-centric
view on ontology mapping construction would allow one to
capture in more detail the different aspects of ontology map-
ping construction and would also enable us to support ontol-
ogy mapping governance as one would be able to ask ques-
tions about the project and not only about the generated
artifacts; Section 3 presents our refined ontology mapping
lifecycle and ontology mapping metadata vocabulary to sup-
port ontology mapping governance; Section 4 sheds some
light on the tension field created by adopting Semantic Web
technologies (and the assumptions that go with these) and
the constraints (or governance rules) that ontology mapping

projects should âĂŞ in our opinion âĂŞ comply with; Sec-
tion 5 then provides some insights on the ontology engineer-
ing process; and we conclude the contributions of this paper
and present our future directions in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Ontology Mappinng Metadata
Metadata is key in allowing users and systems to select

adequate alignments based on several criteria. Several meta-
data vocabularies (or ontologies) have been proposed in lit-
erature.

The Alignment Format (AF) [5], for instance, proposed
a simple vocabulary to represent simple correspondences –
correspondences between entities – between two ontologies.
One can capture the ontologies that were matched, their for-
mats, the matching method adopted, etc. To capture more
detail, however, one has to extend the ontology. An exam-
ple of such an extension is the Expressive and Declarative
Ontology Alignment Language (EDOAL) [2] provides an ex-
pressive and declarative ontology alignment language based
on AF. With EDOAL, one is also able to represent complex
correspondences.

Both AF and EDOAL are used to represent alignments,
which one can use to render executable mappings in, for in-
stance, SWRL. All metadata connected to these artefacts
do provide documentation that aids in discovery and reuse,
but does not reveal much about the processes that lead to
the creation of these alignments. As Thomas et al. noted,
they are focussed on the representation of alignment cor-

respondences and not on the creation and management re-
lated metadata [24]. These authors also observed that the
retrieval and efficiency of ontoloyg mappng discovery can
be improved by using a semantic moel of metadata descring
the ontology, the mapping features and lifecycle information
[23]. They thus proposed OM2R [24], a metadata model for
ontology mapping reuse with predicates to represent the dif-
ferent stages in the ontology mapping lifecycle.

Though OM2R does make the distinction between man-
agement processes (and related metadata) and the result-
ing artefacts – mappings can be represented as AF – the
metadata mostly focuses on the choice of the ontologies, the
creation of candidate correspondences (and the associated
tools) and the creation of “confirmed mappings”, which are
the selected and refined candidate correspondences that will
constitute the alignment. Though OM2R provides quite a
few predicate that lack in current representation formats
such as scope and requirements of an ontology matching
project, it has a fairly simplistic representation of the activ-
ities and generated artefacts. The artefacts such as scopes
and requirements are futhermore captured “as is”, and the
whole process of reaching the necessary agreements that lead
to these artefacts and to subsequent stages in the mapping
process are lost.

We argue that in order to formulate richer queries such as
the requirements that were the most difficult to agree upon
or the most discussed correspondences, we should treat these
artefacts as first class citizens that are generated and used by
these activities. All these activities are furthmore informed
by agents, both human as well as software. Moreover, the
interactions between the human stakeholders provide valu-
able information on how and why decisions were made –
e.g., as a discussion thread – in an adequate way such that
aforementioned queries are possible to formulate.

2.2 Ontology Mapping Lifecycles
Very few ontology mapping lifecycle models are proposed

in literature and those that do focus on the matching and
mapping processes. The whole mapping process is mostly
artifact-centric; focusing on the alignments (represented for
instance with EDOAL) and their renderings in, for instance,
SWRL.

The OISIN [16] process prescribed the processes and de-
cisions to be made for creating ontology mappings. The
process starts with the discovery of ontologies for the cre-
ation of a new mapping. It stops with the management
phase to contain processes for sharing, altering and inte-
grating mappings. As the model is focused on the creation
of new mappings, the (partial) reuse of existing alignments
are not explicit in the model. The model is furthermore not
iterative; the use of a rendered mapping that might inform
the stakeholder does not trigger any processes. This feed-
back loop has usually been taken into account in ontology
engineering methodologies such as OTKM [21].

OISIN was extended to incorporate this feedback loop to
support ontology mapping reuse in [23]. Having most likely
drawn inspiration from ontology engineering, the authors
furthermore proposed a meta-process to capture the details
of an ontology mapping’s lifecycle. The work proposed in
their study has a few limitations. First, it – again – consid-
ers reuse, sharing and publication as separate management
activities not integrated in a broader workflow. It also starts
from the discovery of ontologies that need to be mapped and



is artifact centric; there are ontologies, alignments or map-
pings and the metadata capturing details of a mapping’s
lifecycle. Metadata captured in the latter is focused on ren-
dering the discovery and reuse of mappings more efficient.

The “context” of an mapping, or better yet, the context
of creating that mapping provides valuable information to
better interpret the correspondences in alignments [4]. Both
OISIN and its extension treated do not specifically treat
the context of an ontology mapping (the purpose, scope, re-
quirements, etc.). Appropriate lifecycle models should thus
encorporate activities for an ontology mapping project’s in-
ception stages (amongst others). Treating the creation of an
ontology mapping as a project, one can again draw inspira-
tion from existing ontology engineering methods. By taking
a project-centric stance, we can perceive an mapping en-
gineering project as generating alignments, mappings, etc.,
but also as generating scopes, requirements that will be used
as guides and even as evaluation criteria. From a conceptual
point of view, it is more sensible to formalize “requirement
part of mapping project” and “mapping project resulting in
mapping” instead of “requirement part of mapping”.

In order to propose a ontology mapping governance frame-
work, we argue that a project-centric view must be adopted
that takes into account all phases of such a project and in
which all the activities by the stakeholders are adequately
recorded such that the ontology mapping creation process is
traceable and transparant. The necessiates both a refined
lifecycle model and vocaculary, which we will present in the
next section.

3. OVERVIEW
In the previous section, we argued one has to adopt a

project-centric perspective to capture all stages of an on-
tology mapping’s construction and capture the interactions
between all the stakeholders that lead to a rendered map-
ping. Such information would allow one not only to for-
mulate queries to look for existing mappings, but also to
formulate questions such as “What are the most debated
correspondences?” or “Which requirements have not been
met yet in an ontology mapping project?”

In this section we first propose a novel ontology mapping
lifecycle that takes into account all stages of such a project.
This model will actually prescribe the different stages of a
project. We then proceed with presenting a vocabulary –
based on the provenance ontology – to capture the different
stages. Though the adoption of ontology languages allows
one to use SPARQL to formulate these questions and even
enables some lightweight reasoning, we will elaborate on how
we deal with a closer world assumption for ontology map-
ping governance activities and the open world assumption
adopted on the Semantic Web.

3.1 Ontology Mapping Lifecycle
Our ontology mapping lifecycle is based on the work pre-

sented in [16, 23], but takes a project-centric view that al-
lows us to encorporate reuse activities as part of a project’s
workflow. It furthermore encorporates activities related to
project initiation and adopts the terminology adopted by
Euzenat and Shaiko, in particular the different between on-
tology alignment and mapping. Our lifecycle is depicted in
Figure 1 and will be described below.

Stage. Ontology mappings are built for a particular pur-
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Figure 1: Ontology Mapping Lifecycle

pose – be it a data integration task or a Linked Data
mashup – and therefore a community of stakeholders.
We do assume that most ontology mapping project in-
volve more than one stakeholder. More tech savvy peo-
ple configuring the matchers and domain experts eval-
uating, from a conceptual point of view, the generated
correspondences is a very plausible scenario. Stag-
ing involves identifying the community of stakeholders,
agreeing on the scope of the project and listing the re-
quirements. Both scope and requirements will be used
to guide and assess the (intermediate) outcomes of the
project. Requirements are particularly important as
an adequate governance platform should at least en-
courage the stakeholders to reflect on and report on
how the outcomes have met these requirements.

Characterize. Though they might be known beforehand,
characterization is concerned with the discovery and
analysis of ontologies to be mapped. As in [23], the ob-
jective of characterization is “to analyze the addressed
ontologies with their respect to their amenability for
mappings in order to identify difficulties that may be
involved in underatking a mapping.” The outcome of
characterization are traces of the discovery ana anal-
ysis activities as well as a selection of a source and
target ontology to be mapped.

Reuse. Given our project-centric view on the creation of
ontology mappings, we can now integrate reuse activ-
ities as part of the workflow. Given our selection from
the characterization activity, one should look and as-
sess existing alignments. Requirements will be a valu-
able tool to assess the ontologies and these should be
explicitely captured whenever applicable. There are
three outcomes: i) an existing alignment is fit for im-
mediate reuse and can be rendered into a mapping for



the project; ii) an existing alignment is not immedi-
ately fit for reuse, but can serve as a basis for a new
alignment; iii) no existing alignment can be reused and
one should be made from scratch. We consider the
third case as a special case of the second as it can be
regarded as the creation of a new alignemnt starting
from an empty base.

Match. Match is concerned with the planning of, execu-
tion and evaluation of the applying ontology matchers.
Planning is concerned on agreeing on a set of matcher
configurations; a combination of a matcher, parame-
ters and additional resources to be provided as input.
Examples of such resources are the alignments consid-
ered as a basis to create a new alignment. When the
community agrees on a set of matcher configuration,
the candidate correspondences are generated. Candi-
date correspondences are a set of correspondences that
do not yet constitute an alignment. Candidate corre-
spondences are first evaluated for their fitness before
an alignment is created.

Align and Map. The activities in this phase of the lifecy-
cle are concerned with the creation of an alignment and
a mapping. Euzenat and Shvaiko’s defines an align-
ment as [6]: “a set of correspondences between two
[...] ontologies [...]. The alignment is the output of
the matching process.” Though matching is defined as
the process of finding relationships or correspondences
between entities of different ontologies and could thus
imply fully automatic, manual or semi-automatic pro-
cesses, we make a distinction between the correspon-
dences created by applying matchers and the manual
refinement of these correspondences for the creation
of a suitable alignment as producing two different ar-
tifacts. Planning entails agreeing on how the candi-
date correspondences have to be amended to create
an alignment fit for this project’s purpose. Examples
could be agreeing on removing all correspondences re-
lated to certain concepts, as they are not within the
scope of the project or defining a strategy for amending
the relationships that hold between entities. Based on
the requirements, the community also agrees on the
formalism that should be adopted for rendering the
mapping. The alignment, or versions thereof, is then
stored in an alignment repository. The mapping, which
as a directed version of an alignment [6], is the artefact
that software agents can execute.

Application. The mappings rendered in the previous phase
are to be used to support the application foreseen by
the community of stakeholders. The application of the
rendered mapping might provide new insights to the
community or even break over time, e.g., when the
structure of data sources changes. Both the applica-
tion of a mapping and external factors that influence
the application trigger not interactions within the com-
munity; should a new (version of) a mapping be cre-
ated? Some of these activities can be supported in a
semi-automatic manner, such as monitoring changes in
ontologies to start new discussions.

3.2 Metadata Model
The creation of metadata that documents the complete

ontology mapping lifecycle is key to enable reuse [23]. We
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Figure 2: Core concepts and relations in PROV-O.
Image from [15].

already noted that the state of the art is mostly concerned
with the resulting artifacts (i.e., the alignments and map-
pings). The creation of an ontology mapping is, however, a
goal-oriented, collaborative undertaking. This undertaking
not only results in a aforementioned artifacts, but also in a
community of stakeholders and several other documents that
are used throughout the process such as the project scope
and a list of requirements. In this section, we will present
or metadata model that will capture these aspects, allow-
ing one to not only support queries to facilitate reuse, but
also to formulate queries to govern the ontology mapping
construction processes.

The metadata model we developed – available as an OWL2
ontology – extends the PROV-O [15], a W3C Recommen-
dation for representing and exchanging provenance informa-
tion as RDF. Provenance information provides insights on
a resource’s origin, wuch as the who created that resource,
whent it was modified or how it was created [26]. Prove-
nance, as stated in [10], is key in evaluating the quality and
trusting information on the Web. PROV-O’s core concepts
and relations (shown in Figure 2) provide a good starting
point for describing the activities and intermeidate artefacts
that lead to the realization of an ontology mapping:

We will now present our metadata model. We start of by
describing a concept to represent ontology mapping projects
and continue with the activities and entities that relate to
each of the lifecycles represented in Figure 1. We assume
that most provenance information that can be captured with
PROV-O are a given; i.e., we will not explicitely state all
aspects of provenance of provenance such as start and end
dates and times. Concepts and relations in our ontology will
be prefixed with “gm”.

3.2.1 Representing Ontology Mapping Projects
We introduced the concept Project to represent ontol-

ogy mapping projects. According to PROV-O, a prov:Plan
is “an entity that represents a set of actions or steps in-
tended by one or more agents to achieve some goals”. Since
we have described the phases and activities associated with
such a project, prov:Plan is a suitable supertype for Project.
The “implementation” of prov:Plan is, however, left to be
extended by applications [15]. We therefore associate our
Project with the different activities that project go through.

Figure 3 depicts our Project and its relation with sub-
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Figure 3: Project and the related activities.

classes of prov:Activity related to the creation of ontology
mappings. Note that some of the activities correspond to
phases in our lifecycle (such as staging), but others are more
fine grained (such as mg:Plan, mg:Execute and mg:Evaluate
that correspond with the execution phase.

The ontology developed for mapping governance is kept
pretty lightweight; role and type hierarchies, domain and
range declarations, and so forth. Since OWL adopts the
OWA, some of our constraints have to be covered by the
collaborative environment (see Section 4). In this environ-
ment, we need:

• Each activity to be related with exactly one Project.

• If an project is related with an instance of one of the
later activities, then that project must be related with
at least one instance of the prior activities. For exam-
ple, if a mg:Project is mg:with a mg:Characterize, then
that mg:Project must also be mg:with a mg:Stage.

• Some activities, such as the planification of execution
tasks, can be informed by different activities. Those
conditions will be described in the following subsec-
tions.

3.2.2 Stage
The activity mg:Stage – depicted in Figure 4 – is the first

activity in an ontology mapping lifecycle where the commu-
nity of stakeholders decides on both the scope of the project
and its requirements. Both the scope and the requirements
will be used in subsequent stages and activities to validate
(intermediate) results. The Stage activity produced three
types of artefact: a scope, a community and requirements.
All three artefacts are disjoint subtypes of prov:Entity. A
mg:Requirement is a documented representation of a condi-
tion that must be met or possessed by the alignment or ren-
dered mapping to solve a problem or achieve an objective.1

Each Stage must result in at least one requirement, and each
requirement belongs to exactly one instance of Staging. The

1This definition is based on the IEEE Glossary of Soft-
ware Engineering Technology’s definition of “software re-
quirement”.

mg:Scope represents the features that will characterize the
alignment and rendered mapping. Every staging activity
results in exactly one scope and each instance of Scope is re-
lated to at most one instance of Staging. A mg:Community
represents the group of human agents (represented as in-
stances of prov:Person) who will contribute to the develop-
ment of an ontology alignment and mapping. At the end
of this activity, the community is defined. Each community
has at least one prov:Person related to it. In order for an
ontology mapping project to be collaborative, however, that
number must be greater.

prov:Person

mg:Stage

mg:Scope mg:Communitymg:Requirement

prov:Entity

rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:subClassOf

1..* prov:generated 1..1

1..1 prov:generated 1..1

1..1 prov:generated 1..1

1..* mg:withStakeholder 1..*

Figure 4: Modelling mg:Stage.

3.2.3 Characterize
The activity mg:Characterize (see Figure 5) is concerned

with the discovery of suitable data sources, if not known
beforehand, and the assessment of these data sources for
their amenability for being mapped. As stated by [23], the
goal of the latter is to identify difficulties that may be in-
volved in undertaking the mapping, e.g., based on the form
and quality of the ontology. Characterize uses the require-
ments that were generated in a mg:Stage. All requirements
have to be used – in one way or another – by the end of
mg:Characterize. This could be during discovery or eval-
uation. One way of doing so is explicitly referring to the
requirements in a discussion. So, given a mg:Project p,
the set of mg:Requirement generated by the mg:Stage of
p must be equal to the set of mg:Requirement used by the
mg:Characterize of p. Characterize furthermore considers
two or more ontologies, which are captured with a special
predicate that is a subproperty of prov:used. At the end of
Characterize, four artefacts are generated (all of which are
disjoint subclasses of prov:Entity):

• The mg:DiscoveryReport that summarized – in some
way – the process of looking for suitable ontologies to
be mapped.

• The mg:OntologyAnalysis, in which the process of as-
sessing and analysing the considered ontologies are –
in some way – summarized.

• The mg:Selection containing the two ontologies that
will be mapped. The source and target ontologies off
course have to be present as considered ontologies of
the Characterization activity.

• The mg:MappingDecision, which captures whether or
not the stakeholder group decides to go forth with the
mapping project.
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Figure 5: Modelling mg:Characterize.

3.2.4 Reuse
Reuse is the activity of discovering reusable alignments

based on the requirements, the source ontology and the tar-
get ontology. There are three possible outcomes: either
no reusable alignment is found, an alignment is found that
could serve as the basis for creating a new alignment, or an
alignment can be reused in its current form. Depending on
the project, however, the alignment to be reused might need
to be refined and rendered in a different format. Note that
in the lifecycle, the first two possibilities are captured by the
“no”. When going from the reuse decision to the planifica-
tion of the matching task; one can reuse a set of correspon-
dences in an existing mapping as initial input. In the case
that no reusable mapping is found, that set is considered to
be empty. The reuse activity is informed by the character-
ization activity and uses the ontology analysis to look for
reusable mappings found in alignment repositories. Looking
for reusable alignments can be supported with Alignment
Search Engines. This activity finally results in the creation
of a Reuse Evaluation and a Reuse Decision.

 0..1 prov:wasInformedBy 1..1

mg:Ontology
Analysis

0..1 prov:used 1..1

mg:Characterizemg:Reuse

mg:Alignment
Repository

mg:Reuse
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1..1 prov:generated 1..1

0..* prov:used 0..*

Figure 6: Modelling mg:Reuse.

Important to note is that the reuse activity may rely on

many alignment repositories while searching for reusable on-
tology alignments. The reuse activity does not have to rely
on such repositories, as they may not be available. Similarly
reuse may rely on one or more alignment search engines. Im-
portant, however, is that by the time an ontology mapping
project reaches the end of the reuse activity, the ontology
analysis used by that activity is the one produced by the
characterization activity of that same project.

3.2.5 Plan, Execute and Evaluate
Plan is the activity of planning the matching execution.

In this activity, the configuration of the matchers are dis-
cussed taking into account the requirements and the ontol-
ogy analysis. Planning is preceded by the reuse or matching
evaluation activities and results in one or more matcher con-
figurations, as depicted in Figure 7. Again, the requirements
used in this activity should be the same as the requirements
generated by the mg:Stage activity of that same project.
Similarly, the reuse evaluation and ontology analysis should
be the same of the ontology mapping project.
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Figure 7: Modelling mg:Plan.

Both instances of mg:Reuse and mg:Evaluate activities
can inform at most one plan activity, and plan activities have
to be informed by one. We will later see that mg:Evaluate
will either inform the the start of creating an alignment or a
new planning activity. Matcher configurations can be reused
by Plan activities. They are identified by the combination
of a matcher, parameter and resource. This actually means
that there should be no two matcher configurations with
different URIs having the same combinations of aforemen-
tioned parameters.

Execution (see Figure 8) is the activity of applying the
matchers and their configurations to the two ontologies for
creating a set of candidate correspondences. The activity
should use the matchers and configurations that have been
decided upon in the planning activity. The ontologies used
by this activity have to be to the source and target on-
tologies of the selection. Candidate correspondences are a
representation of the set of relations holding, or supposed
to hold according to a (combination of) particular matching
algorithm(s), between entities of different ontologies. Can-
didate correspondences can be represented using EDOAL



(see Section 2.1). The set of matchers associated with this
activity should be equal to the set of matchers referred to
the matcher configurations used by that activity.

 0..1 prov:wasInformedBy 1..1 mg:Planmg:Execute

mg:Ontology mg:Matcher
Configurations

mg:Candidate
Correspondences

0..* prov:used 2..2

prov:Entity

mg:Matcher

0..* prov:wasAssociatedWith 1..*

0..* prov:used 1..*

     rdfs:subClassOf

1..1 prov:generated 1..1

Figure 8: Modelling mg:Execute.

Evaluate is the process of reflecting on and evaluating the
generated candidate correspondences and decide whether to
proceed with the creation of an alignment or get back to
planning the execution. The evaluation activity uses the
candidate correspondences that have been generated by the
execution activity preceding it.

 0..1 prov:wasInformedBy 1..1 mg:Executemg:Evaluate

mg:Candidate
Correspondences

mg:Matching
Evaluation
Decision

mg:Matching
Evaluation

0..1 prov:used 1..1

prov:Entity

mg:Matcher

0..* prov:wasAssociatedWith 1..*

1..1 prov:generated 1..1

     rdfs:subClassOf

1..1 prov:generated 1..1

     rdfs:subClassOf

Figure 9: Modelling mg:Evaluate.

3.2.6 Prepare, Create and Render
Prepare is the activity concerned with planning the cre-

ation of an alignment and the generation (or “rendering”)
of a mapping. During preparation, the community of stake-
holders create an Alignment Plan. This plan contains the
actions that need to be undertaken during the creation of
the alignment. Examples could be manual refinement.

 0..1 prov:wasInformedBy 1..1 mg:Evaluatemg:Prepare

mg:Candidate
Correspondences

mg:Alignment
Plan

0..1 prov:used 1..1 prov:Entity
1..1 prov:generated 1..1

rdfs:subClassOf

Figure 10: Modelling mg:Prepare.

The process of creating an alignment based on the candi-
date correspondences that were deemed to be an adequate
starting point. Using the alignment plan created in the Pre-
pare activity, the community of stakeholders select, refine
and create – where necessary – the correspondences that
will constitute the alignment.

As stated previously, Euzenat and Shvaiko define an align-
ment as: “a set of correspondences between two [...] on-
tologies [...]. The alignment is the output of the match-
ing process.” We note that this corresponds with what we
call the set of candidate correspondences. In our workflow,
the alignment is the result of selecting, refining (a subset
of) those candidate correspondences that will constitute an
alignment. There is thus a human “intervention”. This fits
with our broader aim of regarding the problem of ontology
mapping from the perspective of a project rather than from
the perspective of an artifact.

The create activity relies on the candidate correspondences
and alignment plan generated by the Execute and Prepare
activities of the same ontology mapping process that imme-
diately precede that create activity.

 0..1 prov:wasInformedBy 1..1 mg:Preparemg:Create

mg:Alignment
Plan mg:Alignment

0..1 prov:used 1..1 prov:Entity1..1 prov:generated 1..1

rdfs:subClassOf

mg:Candidate
Correspondences

0..1 prov:used 1..1

Figure 11: Modelling mg:Create.

Render is the activity of creating a mapping from an on-
tology alignment. A mapping is the oriented, or directed,
version of an alignment: it maps the entities of one ontology
to at most one entity of another ontology [6]. The creation of
such a mapping should be fairly straightforward and result
in a machine executable artifact fit for the purpose defined
by scope and requirements created in the staging activity.

 0..* prov:wasInformedBy 1..1 mg:Createmg:Render

mg:Alignment mg:Mapping

0..1 prov:used 1..1 prov:Entity1..1 prov:generated 1..1

rdfs:subClassOf

Figure 12: Modelling mg:Render.

One can notice that the same gm:Create activity can trig-
ger zero or more gm:Render activities. This is to accommo-
date the need to render mappings with different formalisms
using the same alignment. An instance of mapping has to be
related to at least one instance of rendering. When reusing
alignments in their interiority, a community can wish to ren-
der the same mapping.

4. MAPPING GOVERNANCE



According to Wikipedia, data governance is defined as2:
“a control that ensures that the data entry by an opera-
tions team member or by an automated process meets pre-
cise standards, such as a business rule, a data definition and
data integrity constraints in the data model. The data gov-
ernor uses data quality monitoring against production data
to communicate errors in data back to operational team
members, or to the technical support team, for corrective
action.”

Though we have proposed an ontology for capturing the
ontology mapping construction process that facilitates the
publication of that information as Linked Data on the Web,
we are now faced with an interesting tension field: the Open
World Assumption adopted on the Semantic Web and in-
tegrity constraints that mapping projects have to comply
with in order to ensure a certain quality.

For example. all our activities must be related to a project
via mg:with. Each instance of mg:Stage is associated with
exactly one instance of mg:Project. One could assume that
providing the following general axiom could solve this prob-
lem: Stage u ¬(= 1with−.P roject) v ⊥. This axiom, how-
ever, will not work because of the OWA. The fact that a cer-
tain instance of mg:Stage has no explicit relationship with
a mg:Project in a knowledge base does not mean that that
relationship does not exist. One also needs to be careful not
to create axioms that would lead to the cration of unnamed
individuals (i.e., blank nodes). Similarly, the constraint that
a mg:Project can only be related to a mg:Charaterize if that
same mg:Project is already related to a mg:Stage cannot be
modelled with general axioms such as: ∃with.Characterize v
∃with.Stage v ⊥.

To tackle this problem, we adopt an approach inspired by
[22]; formulating our integrity constraints that should hold
from a governance constraint as a set of SPARQL ASK and
SELECT queries. ASK queries are used to ask the system
whether there are project violating certain conditions. SE-
LECT queries are used to list the projects that have certain
issues that need to be fixed. This set of queries can then be
applied to other knowledge bases adopting the ontology. By
applying an OWL 2 reasoner on a knowledge base, we can
use the following two SPARQL queries to detect project that
violate aforementioned constraints (namespaces omitted):

SELECT ?stage WHERE {

?s a mg:Stage.

NOT EXISTS { ?project mg:with ?s. }

}

SELECT ?project WHERE {

?p a mg:Project.

?p mg:with ?c.

?c a mg:Characterize.

NOT EXISTS { ?p mg:with ?s. ?s a mg:Stage. }

}

5. APPLICATION
Proofs of concepts – queries?

6. DISCUSSION
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_governance, last
accessed August 4, 2015.
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